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SALES TALK

Self-stick stamps can be troublesome when 
mounting them. Here are ways sellers are 
mounting them for sale in circuit booklets. Mint 
condition with original backing in regular mounts; 
used with the adhesive removed; attached to the 
envelope piece; and attached to glassine material.

BY TOM HORN circuit sales director 
twhorn@stamps.org

The Challenges of Selling Self-Adhesives
Sellers Try Different Ways to Present, Mount Modern Stamps

..................................................................................................................

Members wonder how to deal with the self-adhesive 
stamps for their collections and there are those 
who want to sell them. What is the accepted prac-

tice for mounting them in circuit sales books or on submis-
sion sheets for StampStore, our Internet sales outlet?

Practice and accepted practice are two different concepts. 
The practice for mounting self-adhesives to sell is varied. 
There are only a handful of sellers of used, recent, self-ad-
hesive U.S. stamps and not many self-adhesives from other 
countries. Pictured are stamps that have been mounted in 
four conditions: mint condition with original backing, used 
with the adhesive removed, attached to the envelope piece, 
and attached to glassine material. (We will not address how 
to remove the adhesive in this column, but you may find 
some tips at our website: stamps.org/tips-and-links.)

Accepted practice involves leaving the original backing 
on the mint stamps. Accepted practice for how to handle 
used self-adhesives is up for grabs and seems to be an indi-
vidual collector’s preference. We show these items to give you 
some practices used for preparing these stamps for sales. The 
trick is to get them into the hands of buyers who agree with 
the method you have chosen for presenting them for sale.

Stamps with the adhesive removed can look good, but 

there is a tendency for the adhesive to give you some trouble 
during the removal. The paper can look roughed-up, depend-
ing how much someone has to rub to get the gum off the back 
during the process. Some stamps will stick to the book pages 
if there is residue remaining.

Some sellers would rather cut the envelope paper around 
the stamp to avoid damaging it. The paper should be cut to 
enhance the presentation of the stamp.

And then, there is the used stamp with glassine material 
attached to it. The used stamp, when removed from a cov-
er, retains some of its glue. The seller custom cuts a piece of 
glassine to cover the back of the stamp. A hinge can then be 
used to attach the stamp to a page. This appears to be a good 
way to display it for sale. After buying it, the glassine should 
be removed, as it has a tendency to yellow over time.

Since the earliest use of the self-adhesive gum on the 1974 
U.S. Christmas stamp, there have been advances in the formu-
las that prevent the damage experienced from the self-stick 
gum. But the nature of self-adhesive gum is such that, over 
time and depending on temperature, the gum can migrate 
to the papers involved. Leaving the used stamp on paper is a 
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choice, but only time will tell if it is the best choice.
We would appreciate hearing from you on how you 

handle the self-adhesive stamps, particularly as used 
stamps. At a later date, we could mention the methods 
that collectors use for presenting these items in their col-
lections or for selling in various venues.

Colonial Period or Not?
Sellers submit sales books containing stamps of countries 

that experienced a colonial period and an independent pe-
riod. Depending on the colonizing country, the book may 
be keyed differently. Let’s start by saying that sales books 
containing only colonial-period items will usually sell well, 
depending, of course, on the presentation and pricing. The 
stamps of the country as an independent entity sell well if 
a category of that country is offered. Think of the colony as 
a separate country and its independent version as a second  
country. Our recommendation has been to submit single-
country books. This would mean that, for example, Sri Lanka, 
and the same country by its earlier name, Ceylon (1948–72), 
would be mounted in separate sales books. Buyers appreciate 
having them as separate books.

Most of the European colonies category titles contain the 
word “Colonies,” but one does not, the British Empire and its 
derivatives.

Spanish, Portuguese, Italian, German, and French colo-
nies should contain only stamps of their specific colonial pe-
riod. French Africa, while not having “colonies” in its title, is 
in the colonies category for the African area of French colo-
nies collecting. The British categories include the colonial 
period and the Commonwealth era. These include Australia, 
New Zealand, India, and Canada. We suggest that you sepa-
rate your material to mount the colonial period of a country 
in books and the Commonwealth or independent period in 
other books. This gives us some flexibility in circulating the 
books of both periods.

Also note that stamps issued for foreign offices are usu-
ally keyed for the appropriate colonies categories, if mounted 
with colonial stamps or as their own books. Many sellers in-

clude them in books 
containing the colo-
nizing country. But 
buyers expect to find 
them in the colonies 
circuits. China had of-
fices of several Euro-
pean countries and the 
U.S. books containing 
the offices in China 
stamps of a number of 
these countries will sell 
very well in the China 
circuits. A book of dif-
ferent offices in Turkey 
will sell well in the Tur-

key category. These two are exceptions to the single-coun-
try book suggestions we have. We do not suggest mounting 
German Offices in Morocco and British Offices in Turkey in 
the same book. This will send the book into the Global 1840-
1940 category.

The colonies categories are always on the “We Need” list.

New Member Special
Beginning in February, Circuit Sales is offering a special 

coupon to APS members who sign up for our approvals for 
the first time. The coupon waives the 5 percent Buyer’s Fee 
for the circuit purchase of the member’s choosing. If you are 
new to the society or have not used this service during the 
last five years, send in your completed form to get started. 
The complete list of categories we offer is on the front mailing 
cover of January’s edition of The American Philatelist or check 
the online circuit request form at stamps.org. This special is 
applicable to all the types of circuits we offer: regular multi-
ple-name, clearance and direct circuits. Chapters can benefit 
from this by making your first request for clearance circuits.

Reminder
As a trial for 2016, we are accepting sales books that have 

a total value of $25 or more in only these categories: Czecho-
slovakia, Latin America (single-country and mixed books), 
Philippines, Spanish Colonies, Topical categories (stamps 
only, no covers), U.S. Plate Number Singles and U.S. Precan-
cels. The other two requirements are that only the 16-page 
singles books (yellow covers) will qualify and that every page 
must be mounted with stamps.

‘5 For 10’ Categories (Needs) 
You can earn coupons for free blank books for every 10 

completed books (Clearance books do not qualify) contain-
ing material from a set list of categories. As you earn coupons 
for free blank books, the coupons can only be redeemed if ac-
companied by an order for sales books and/or mounts. Each 
month we list categories that are in particularly short supply. 
(Single-country books usually have better sales.)

Circuit Sales Details
Questions? Contact us via e-mail at circuits@stamps.org, 

by phone at 814-933-3803, ext. 227, or by mail at 
APS, 100 Match Factory Place, Bellefonte, PA 16823.

Four stamps in a sales book with 
stamps of German Offices in Morocco.

U.S. Fancy Cancels
U.S. Possessions
U.S. Precancels
British Caribbean Saints
Hong Kong
Luxembourg

Norway
Poland
Vatican City
Ryukyus Islands
Space (stamps)


